2020 Club Championship
Notice to Competitors
Saturday - Legacy Sunday - Premiere
- Ladies will play red tees
- Men: “A” players will play gold tees
“B” players will play black tees
“C” players will play white tees
- Senior Men will play white tees
- You may mark, lift, clean and place within one club length in the cut portion of your
own fairway, no closer to the hole.
- Drop zones - none on Premiere
Legacy - Hole #15 (for ball in the penalty area)
Hole #18 (for ball in ground under repair right of green)
- Penalty Areas: The margin of the penalty area is defined by the native grass bordering
the area. Where the cart path is adjacent to the long native grass the penalty area will
defined by the woods side of the cart path.
- Out of Bounds or Ball Lost (not in a penalty area): Players have the option to drop in
the fairway within two club lengths of the nearest edge of the fairway from where the ball
was lost or went out of bounds with a two stroke penalty.
- Please take the scorecard you are scoring to the scoring area immediately after the round
has ended and the scores will be verbally read out and verbally attested. The scorecards
will not be exchanged after the completion of the round. The scorecards will then be
placed in a box.
- Ties for first place in all classes will be decided by sudden death playoff starting at #1.
For the ladies this will take place when all ladies are completed and at the completion of
the championship if a men’s playoff is necessary.
- If in doubt of a rules situation play a 2nd ball and get a ruling from Gerry Bower or Gayle
Faulkner (even if both scores are the same) who will be the on course officials.
- Each day will be comprised of two consecutive 9-hole rounds. In case of inclement
weather that causes a round to not be completed by all players in a class, that class will be
reduced to the one round completed.
- Pace of play will be of importance.

Bunkers : preferred lie
When a player’s ball lies in a bunker, the player may take free relief, ONCE, in that bunker,
by placing the original ball or another ball no more than one club-length from and no closer
to the hole than the original spot. The ball must remain in the bunker.
Flag stays in the hole
The flag must be left in the hole at all times. A player may not touch or remove the flag.
Obstructions on the course – Movable obstructions:
All movable obstructions on the course, including but not limited to: signs, ropes, penalty area
stakes, are considered immovable obstructions.
These obstructions may not be touched or moved. If such an obstruction is touched or moved,
the player may be penalized.
Players may take relief without penalty, under Rule 16.1, when such an obstruction interferes
with the area of their intended stance or intended swing and also if it interferes with their line of
play.
The relief area must be situated in the same area of the course in which the ball came to rest.

